
FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
INTENDED USE
Provides task or accent illumination in residential and light commercial appli-
cations. Ideal for use over cabinets setting a warm inviting atmosphere. Use
over kitchen cabinets or book cases for shadow-free task and accent light-
ing.

ATTRIBUTES
Whether setting an ambience or doing a task these transitionally styled
fixtures compliments a variety of decors. Offered in either a bronze finish
with cream, blown glass diffuser or a brushed nickel finish with white, blown
glass diffuser. Lights are adjustable to direct light where it is needed. Can be
direct wired or powered by 6' cord-and-plug (included). Connect multiple
fixtures with one power source with a 3' connector cord (included).

Includes (1) 35W MR16 120 volt GU10 base halogen lamp for a bright white
illumination and long life.

Fixture can be dimmed with the 3-way touchpad dimmer accessory kit (see
accessories below).

All mounting hardware included.

LISTING
CUL listed to US and Canadian safety standards and suitable for damp
locations.

WARRANTY
Guaranteed for two years against mechanical defects in manufacture.
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DIMENSIONS

Notes:
1. Includes - (1) 35W 120 volt GU10 base halogen lamp.
2. Resale packs must be orderedin increments of 12.

Accessories/Replacement parts

LOC 3D Dimmer kit*
UCD JB R12 Splice box2 (for easy direct wiring)
UC ERC24 R12 24" cord connector2 (required when using splice box)
UCH WWC R12 18" cord cover2 (conceal cords)
DLOC CRGLS Cream glass diffuser
DLOC WHGLS White glass diffuser

* Includes 3-way touch pad dimmer, 10' ultra-thin discrete cord 13" cord
connector and 6' power cord

    Model Number1,2

LOC 35 (1) 35W MR16 120 volt GU10
base halogen lamp Included

(Consult factory for other options)

OptionsFinish

BN Brushed Nickel
BZ Bronze

(B)

(A) (C)

(D)

Nominal Lamp Model Number (A) Width (B) Height (C) Length (D) Extension*
Size Configuration Number of Lamps inches (cm) inches (cm) inches (cm) inches (cm)

3' LOC 35 (1) 35W MR16 GU10 Halogen  3" (7.6) 6" (15.2) 17-1/4" (43.8) 10-5/8" (27.0)

* Extension over cabinet                         All dimensions are in inches (centimeters)
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PHOTOMETRICS

Full photometric data report available within 2 weeks from request.  Consult factory.
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